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With Gratitude
to Greatness

This issue:

With Grateful
Hearts:
Reflections on gratitude, an

attitude of positivity and all the

little things

When we look at our lives and the world around us,
practicing gratitude isn’t the easiest thing to do.
We’re living in times where the silver linings seem
few and far between and challenges ever upon us.
With the ever-changing tide of the way of the world,
a feeling of gratitude can be a rather difficult one to
process. 

In the words of the poet Rumi, “Wear gratitude like a
cloak, and it will feed every corner of your life.”
Recent times have made me realize just how an
attitude of gratitude can change your life. We cannot
change or control the circumstances in our lives but
we can control our reaction to them. “The
unthankful heart discovers no mercies; but the
thankful heart will find, in every hour, some
heavenly blessings.” These words of Henry Ward
Beecher aren’t just pearls of wisdom but they also
bear much truth. More often than not, we focus on
what goes wrong and in times of hardship, find it
extremely difficult to focus on the good and be
grateful for it. 

I’ve come to learn that life happens to each and
every one of us: good things, bad things and
everything in between. However, we have to find the
grace to be grateful, count our blessings and the little
victories we experience along the way. 

Reflections and
expressions on

Peace
Meme corner! Just
for laughs

Poetry, Art and
so much more!



-Ms Malavika Silveira
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“The unthankful
heart discovers no
mercies; but the
thankful heart
will find, in

every hour, some
heavenly
blessings.”

 
- Henry Ward

Beecher

I came across a quote that I heard in a TV show that I
recently started watching, that really struck a chord with
me. It was a conversation between an old man and a young
father, who lost one of his triplets at birth that very same
day. It also happened to be the day that a new-born baby
was abandoned and brought to the same hospital. The old
doctor says to the young father, "I like to think that one day
you'll be an old man like me talking a young man's ear off
explaining to him how you took the sourest lemon that life
has to offer and turned it into something resembling
lemonade.” The couple adopted the little baby that was
abandoned and were parents of three, just as they were
meant to be.

Each of us, have our own sour lemons. All we can really do,
is try and turn them into lemonade. When we look at our
lives, our circumstances with a sense of gratitude, we see
our struggles not as struggles but as opportunities for
growth. We see that despite what may be happening around
us, we are blessed, we are privileged and we have much to
be grateful for. Be it being able to take a walk on the beach
or munch on some popcorn during movie night, all these
little things go a long way in our journeys. 

In the month of July, we at The Gera School, introduced practising gratitude as part of
our Life Skills program. This edition is heartfelt and honest, as our learners and
teachers share their views on gratitude and the big and little things that they’re grateful
for. To our dear learners and ever supportive staff members, thank you for your
contributions. I am grateful for each and every one of you, for this edition and for the
lessons I’ve learned, helping me to turn my lemons into lemonade. 

Positive Psychology in Education
In the 21st century, we have taken major steps in education. The Covid-19 scenario too
has pushed educators to think outside the box. However, in our quest for scholastic
perfection, we have forgotten that it is people skills that matter the most and there is a
dearth of this in our current students. 

Schools are the second homes of children. They spend majority of their time amongst
their teachers and peers. Hence, the need of the hour is an education system that
promulgates a culture of well-being. The entire world has advanced, yet, the mental
health of society still hasn’t improved. This is where Positive Psychology comes in. 

Martin Seligman, the pioneer of Positive Psychology says that it aims at increasing
students’ ability to handle stresses and challenges and encourages students to think
optimistically and realistically about their problems they. Some of the skills that
Positive Education seeks to impart are assertiveness, creativity, brainstorming,
decision making, relaxation, stress management, problem solving skills and several
other life skills.  
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-Ms Aditi Silveira

We at TGS are blessed to have a Life Skills Programme that is implemented. In
addition, through our lives, students can be inspired and there’s no better teacher than
life’s experiences. More so, during this entire Covid-19 situation, working on our
resilience and gratitude as an educational community is what will tide us over during
these tough times. Positive psychology can also be included within the framework of a
subject. E.g.: when teaching a certain piece of literature, one can discuss how to be
positive and deal with one’s stresses, if that is the theme of the text. Therefore, we as
teachers can certainly find opportunities during our classes to address these life skills
so that students are exposed to them and make them a part of their lives. 

Whitlock and Schantz say that, ‘environments that cultivate positive emotional
relationships prove useful in supporting positive mental functioning.’ May we at TGS,
be that educational community that fosters a spirit of resilience, grit and growth. May
an attitude of positivity, especially in the times we are in, be the garb we wear so that
we, as educators, shine a light on this aspect of life skills and be the light that guides the
hands we hold and the lives we mould. 



Peek a-book!

The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings trilogy- I loved the experience of being in
imaginary worlds but my favourite was The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings
trilogy. The 4 books that I mentioned are not ordinary books but masterpieces by
J.R.R. Tolkein. If you are a person who likes mystery or adventures, one of these
books might become your favourite book too.
Stand up, Yumi Chung- Stand up, Yumi Chung is an interesting story about a
Korean girl who wants to do stand-up comedy but her parents want her to study
hard so she can become a lawyer or a doctor so that she can earn enough money. In
the end Yumi uses her stand-up comedy talent to save her family’s barbecue
restaurant and proves that her talent is useful. Stand up, Yumi Chung by Jessica
Kim is for readers who like comedy and a bit of suspense. 

Books are an important part of everyone’s lives, they are the key to the imagination. I
love reading and I must have read at least two hundred books (not kidding) in eleven
years (my whole life). I love reading because books make me see various worlds that
authors have created or experienced. I feel that I could recommend a few books to all
of my friends out there so here are a few books I enjoyed.

*For anyone who is interested in these books, they can be found in the school library.
 
 

-Vaanya Reja, Grade 7

Book reviews & recommendations

Name of the book: Artemis Fowl, Book 1
Name of Reviewer: Neel Shrivastava
Author of Book: Eoin Colfer
Genre of Book: Fiction fantasy series

A Brief Synopsis:
Artemis Fowl is a certified genius. He has the highest tested IQ in Europe. Artemis
Fowl is 12 years old, and lives at Fowl Manor, Dublin, Ireland. He is also one in a long
line of criminals, letting him plan brilliant, dastardly, and complex strategies in
seconds. One day, Artemis discovers that there is a hidden fairy civilization living
thousands of meters underground, and with the recent kidnapping of his father, he
blames the fairies, and ransoms one for its gold and his father. But these are not your
average happy-go-lucky fairies that we hear about in the stories, and Artemis had a lot
more to learn. And what he didn’t know could hurt him… 

Recommendations: 
I would recommend this to fantasy and action novel lovers, my parents, and Armaan,
my best friend.
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With a grateful heart
TGS Gratitude Journal

I am grateful for food,
school/education, and a
roof over my head. I am
grateful for my family
because otherwise I would
be lonely. I am grateful for
animals, especially my pet
dog, Hobbes.

-Neel, Grade 5

I am grateful for a loving family, a sibling
who I can play with. Good food to eat!
Getting an education online even though I
can't physically go to school. Patient and
kind teachers. Good friends whom I can
play with. My iPad on which I can learn and
be entertained! I'm grateful I live in Goa
and breathe fresh air with so much
greenery around me. I'm grateful for being
healthy and fit.

-Armaan, Grade 5

-Vaanya, Grade 7

I am grateful for all the

things I have in life

because not everyone

gets the same privileges.

I am grateful for my

hardworking parents. 

I am grateful for
being able to afford
a new book. 

-Maegan, Grade 7

Grateful for Life, Itis the world's bestgift. I am gratefulfor the meals I eat.Having food is aprivilege. 

-Hannah, Grade 6

I am grateful for the
people that keep
cheering me up. I am
grateful for who I am.

-Kaya, Grade 7

I am grateful that Ican go bowling andspend more timetime with myparents and mysister. I am gratefulfor my kind andloving parents.
-Alina, Grade 5

I'm grateful for

having everything I

need to be successful

in life.

-Anay, Grade 8

I am grateful for having
people that make me
laugh in my life.

-Zara Bajaj, Grade 7

I'm grateful for still
having online
classes during the
pandemic.

-Nida Khan. Grade 7
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I am grateful for all
that the world can
offer me. 

-Vruddhi, Grade 5

I am grateful that I have aroof over my head. I getfood to eat every day andfor my birthday I get goodgifts. I get to go to aschool. Many others don'tget it that's why I'mgrateful for
everything.

-Surendra, Grade 6
I am grateful for getting
wonderful parents who
encourage me to try new
things

- Reva, Grade 7

I am grateful for Nature that
gives us essential things.

-Mishka Kadam, Grade 6

I am grateful for my world.
I am grateful for my school.
I am grateful for my family.
I am grateful for my education.

-Dhyan Om, Grade 5

I am grateful for the
doctors during these
times. I am grateful for
my piano class.

-Zoya Braganca, Grade 6

I'm grateful for a working
mouse. It stopped working a
few weeks ago and it was very
annoying. I had to use desktop
shortcuts all the time.

-Vaishnavi Vedant, Grade 5

I’m grateful to be in a
school. I am grateful that I
didn't get effected by
Coronavirus.

-Jayden Rebello, Grade 5I'm grateful for who I am

in this situation. I am

grateful to have amazing

talents.

-Shalvi Govekar, Grade 7

I'm grateful that I can do

school from home

without many problems.

I'm grateful for the

support of my family and

friends.

-Trisha Biyani, Grade 7



 

Versus Ex Animo
(Verses from the heart)
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Flowers are so colourful 
I've never seen

something so wonderful
 

The rain pours in 
 showers 

So that trees grow like
towers

 
The sun is so bright 

And its gives the world
light  

 
God’s gift to us is nature

Thankful is every
creature

 
-Emily Vales, Grade 4

 

Animals make the earth
seem cool,
They roar, they growl, and
some just drool! 

They make great pets, some
give us food,

When we're feeling dull,
they brighten up our mood! 

Animals of all kinds are
Nature's gift. 

Without them, the Earth's
balance would shift. 

-Ujaan Mukherjee, Grade 4

Grateful for
Animals  

Gratitude is the best
attitude

Should flow naturally into
our aptitude

It may sound old school
But takes only a second to

be thankful
 

Being thankful can vary
You can be thankful for a

home, a car, a family
Even for a wagging tail
That greets you happily

 
Be thankful for rivers,

oceans and seas
And most importantly,

trees
The list can be endless,

there is no doubt
I personally feel happiness

is what you should talk
about

 
-Vivaan Gracias, Grade 7

�atitude

Under the oak tree
Picking flowers by the shade

Watching the trees sway
 

-Mantra Tengase, Grade 9

Haiku Corner
Blossom, warmth and love

Crisp wondrous bloom and verdant
Nature breathe in springs.

 
-Parisha Ahuja, Grade 9

 

Trees are so lovely 
Air and water feel so cool 

It is beautiful
 

-Aman Kamat, Grade 9

In  the dark dull day
The dreary clouds disappear

And land rays of joy
 

-Dave Desouza, Grade 7

Red, orange, yellow,
falling like rain from the sky

coloured leaves so bright
 

-Vaanya, Grade 7

The rainbow shines in
As the water droplets fall
The sun glistens through

 
-Maegan Po, Grade 7



Versus Ex Animo
(Verses from the heart)
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I can't breathe
Say it loud
Make our dark skinned ancestors
proud
We tried to stop racism
Yet still it thrives
It's taking more and more innocent
black lives
You racist cops approach us
Tell us we're not alone
Yet later when your knees are on our
necks
We can smell the hatred almost as
much as your cheap cologne
They think they are superior
They couldn't be more wrong
This just goes to show
That we've been silent for too long
We've been free from the mid-
nineteenth century, At least on paper
But to this day, you still treat us like
cheap labour
They think we won't act, they've got
another thing coming
They think we're going to stay silent,
they got something else coming
Martin Luther King, he tried to fight
for what's right
They shut him down
For them it was as easy as cutting a
string with a knife

They kill us without a second thought,
they don't seem to have a clue
That we just might be brothers and
sisters, mothers and fathers too
They don't feel guilty about turning
black kids to orphans
After all, to them, we're just monkeys
that pick cotton
If they kill us, it's self defence, I'm really
very sick of it
But if we kill each other, it's probably
just a gang fight or something, isn't it?
They think we have no feelings
We do, all right
We can feel your loathing and now,
we're going to fight
We will fight for equality, don't think
that we will not
One day, mark my words, racism will
stop

-Agastya Syam, Grade 9

I can't breathe...

Frankie believed in God
“All will be right,” said Frankie
“I am always right when I do right by
Thinking and believing in faith and
God,” again, said Frankie.
He was never pointed out for others
faults.

-Mishka Kadam Grade 6

Faith
The sun shines bright

Giving us all light
And it makes a great sight

We should be thankful for the sun
in the morning

And it looks most beautiful in
spring

As the birds fly flapping their wings
The sun looks golden as I run

And have fun
I have fun on the beach

And reach
For the water

The sun shines like amber
Making me as happy as a bee.



“Hello! I am Zara Bajaj, wait, the camera is wobbly. Ah there! Hello! I am Zara Bajaj
and today I will be interviewing three people and asking them questions on gratitude.
Well, enough waiting around, let's get the participants!!”

Three people walked in, one was a male and two were female. They walked to their
seats and took them. 
“Hello participants! Why don’t you introduce yourselves?” Zara suggested.
“Hi! I'm Adam, I am in grade 8.”
“Hello! I am Chelsea and I am in grade 10.” 
“Hi! I am Sophie and I am in grade 6.” 
“Great to have you here! Do you have any idea about what we are doing today?” Zara asked.

They all shook their heads.

“Well I will be asking you questions on gratitude and you will share with me your opinions.
Has everyone got it?”
“Yes,” they said in unison.
“First question: what is gratitude?” 
Everyone seemed as if they were in thought. Just then, Chelsea raised her hand. Zara
nodded, telling her to go on.
“Gratitude is being grateful for everything you have.” Chelsea answered.
“That is great, does everyone agree?” Zara asked.
Both of them nodded in agreement.
“Great! Next question: is gratitude important to you?” 
Adam raised his hand and started speaking.
“Yes it is because being grateful really changes your perspective on certain things. For example
if you are complaining about the food you eat, you should be grateful that you actually have
food.” 
“That was fantastic!” Zara complimented.
“Our last question: do you actually practise gratitude?” 
Sophie raised her hand and started speaking.
“Personally I don’t practice it but that isn’t a great thing. I should start being more grateful for
all I have.” 
“That is correct! Well, that ends our session. See you all next time!!” Zara exclaimed.

Gratitude is very important. Everyone should be grateful for what they have. We
have received so many things and the least we can do is be grateful. We should be
grateful for the food we eat, the water we drink, the friends we have, the school we
have been put into and so much more. Everyone should make an effort!

- Zara Bajaj, Grade 7

An Interview on

Gratitude
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Pla
stic-Free July

Done by learners of
Grade 7 and 8

Plastic-Free July
is an initiative
started by the
Plastic-Free

Foundation that
allows them to
work towards

their vision of a
world free of
plastic waste. 
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Make the
difference

Q.  As a school community,
what steps can we take to
live a plastic-free life as
much as possible?

Being more conscious of
the choices we make.
Making plastic-free living
a habit. As a school we
could encourage children
to be mindful of the
packages we use and
probably tie up with an
organisation to recycle
packaging material

-Ms Charlene Farrell

We can definitely try and use eco-
friendly options as and where possible.

Creation of awareness is essential
 

-Ms Aditi Silveira

We can talk about it to
our students and
cultivate the habit to
go plastic free.

-Ms Shagufta Khan

We can encourage students
and teachers to use our own 
 bags made of material other
than plastic. Try and carry
water in a water bottle made of
glass or steel and avoid buying
bottles of water as far as
possible. Do an exercise of a
clean up activity on a specific
day maybe around our school
or a specific area working as a
team.

-Ms Vanessa Gracias
Teach children the importance of reuse
of plastics. Emphasise the recycling of
plastics. Reduce the use of plastics in
school-lead by example.

-Ms Cindy Sequeira

Firstly, spread awareness about the repercussions of using plastic amongst staff and
students. Give them examples of young kids these days taking such initiatives, for
example, Molly Steer - A ten year old behind the STRAW NO MORE PROJECT
from Australia. 
As staff members, we must lead by example by using plastic-free things (like reusable
water bottles, tiffins etc) 
Say no to laminated wall / notice board displays 
Encourage cooked food rather than that which comes in wrappers.  

   -Ms Hetal Gangani
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Climate change is one of the most prominent issues the entire world is facing.
While many scientists are trying to find a solution to climate change, it is still a
major cause of changing communities.

Let us look at Goa for example. Firstly, Goa is the smallest state in India, and for
many years was largely unaffected by extreme climate conditions, albeit a few
exceptions. Although, this is not the case anymore. Recent studies show that
climate change is affecting Goa, and that too rapidly; resulting in communities
changing. Constant rain has caused flooding in many regions. Agriculture has been
severely affected because of flooding, as well as unexpected rain. There are several
reasons for this. Firstly, development has led to improved infrastructure, but is
also causing large amounts of surface runoffs because of the concrete covered
grounds, as well as roads. Secondly, varying rainfall patterns are spoiling the usual
crop sowing patterns. All of this is causing insecurity of food, forcing farmers and
other agriculture-related professions to look out for other sources of income.

In conclusion, the usage of climate-resistant crops, or repairing of river
embankments to prevent rising sea levels could be helpful; but they would still
require a lot of time and financial resources.

Climate change affecting
communities in Goa

References:
1. Fernandes, P. (2021b). Climate change a death knell for Goa’s agriculture, food security | Goa News - Times
of India. [online] The Times of India. Available at: https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/goa/climate-
change-could-spell-death-knell-for-goas-agri-food-security/articleshow/85725389.cms [Accessed 11 Sep.
2021].
2. Fernandes, P. (2021a). Blowing in the wind: Climate change and its impact on Goa | Goa News - Times of
India. [online] The Times of India. Available at: https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/goa/blowing-in-
the-wind-climate-change-and-its-impact-on-goa/articleshow/85849074.cms [Accessed 11 Sep. 2021].

-Omkar Rane, Grade 9
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PaixPaix PeacePeace
ShalomShalom ShaantiShaanti

AmaniAmaniSalaamSalaam

Make PEACE 
Or humanity will decrease

Make War
And friendships will cease

 
Stop killing, man or animal

For the Earth won’t be compatible
Don’t cut down trees

For we won’t get breeze
 

Stop hunting 
For The End is soon coming

No violence only Peace
For your happiness will increase

 
Don’t be destructive 
Only constructive 

Have a smile
And your happiness will be as big as an isle

 
Have greed

And you’ll always be in need
Have Peace

And you’ll be a masterpiece
 

-Jayden Rebello, Grade 5

World peace is the key to a better
world

Opening the door to a brighter
future

Revolving around our rights and
laws

Living, laughing, loving – hoping
for the best

Dismay, disaster, devastation – all
cause distress 

 
Peace is perfect – a sense of

euphoria 
Embrace yourself with serenity

and bliss
Animosity and enmity won’t get

us anywhere
Create a future of sustainability

Empower each other to live with
compassion and tranquility

 
-Collectively  penned by Grade 7.

When you argue with a friend,
You usually fight.

But what if I told you,
That to fight is not right?

 
There's something I haven’t told you,

That can solve these problems quicker.
Peace was always an option,

And it doesn’t make your friendship flicker.
 

Look at Gandhi, as an example.
He freed us with no fight.

 
So now you know,

That when you fight,
Two wrongs don’t make a peaceful right.

 
-Neel Shrivastava, Grade 5

World PeacePeacePeace

Two wrongs

Peace is as important as the air we
breathe!
Peace as precious as the life we lead!
Peace is the essence of man's well
being!
Peace is the start and the beginning of
everything great! 
It makes us want to be great!
And although peace is simple 5 letter
word,
The importance of it can never be
expressed even in a million!

-Udit Kulkarni, Grade 4

The Value of Peace
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I wish there was peace in the world today 
No grenades, guns, tanks, bombs - no wars to
fight 
Tranquility and harmony – no dismay 
On the battleground, we fight to unite 

Despite poor relations leading to pain
Despite living in a world of horrors
Invalidate war, and world peace shall reign
Lines divide, we’re bonded beyond borders 

In this bleak existence is demise 
Lowly, innocent people lose their lives 
Because of war we’re doomed to pay the price 
We jump through drastic hoops just to survive

However, there is hope for us today 
Throw on the vast stage of life, a bouquet
 
-Natalie, Keith and Zayne, Grade 8

I wish there was peace
in the world today 

"No war only peace"
Howls the wind but the men
refused
The win decided and said
"Very well" and with a swish
of his cloak he was gone
Then the storm came
And the the hurricane blew
Then came the wars
World Wars One and Two!
After the war, only one man
remained!
"Bring back peace" he cried
in pain
But the wind refused.
 
-Anzan Waghmore, Grade 5

No War!
Only Peace

Mahatma Gandhi, a symbol of peace,
He led India, our country, to victory.
Peace is so calm and good 
It always sets you in a wonderful mood
No battles, no stress, no unnecessary feud. 

A white flag we wave when we want peace
A dove we let fly when we mean harmony
An olive branch tells us that there is no need
to be frightened
The ‘V’ hand sign symbolizes that we are
friends
I see them all and I feel safe. 

When my mommie begins to shout at me
I smile at her and say Don't please! 
When my daddy looks at me disappointed
sometimes,
I run up to him and tell him to say cheese!
There’s always a way, you see, to make some
PEACE! 

- Megan De Souza, Grade 4

Peace doesn't hate
Peace always forgives

Peace has a purpose
To love and cherish

To honour and smile
To laugh and play

And stay a while
Peace means to love and respect

Not hate and disrespect
Peace is harmony

Not violence
 

- Kiara Jhunjhunwala, Grade 4

There's always a
way for Peace

What is
Peace?

“ Peace cannot be
kept by force. It
can only be
achieved by

understanding.”
—Albert Einstein
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"When the
power of love

overcomes
the love of
power the
world will

know peace."
-Jimi

Hendrix

"We can never
obtain peace in
the outer world
until we make

peace with
ourselves."

-Dalai Lama
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Peace by Bhoomika, Grade 6



Gandhian economics is not solely built on handicrafts and local firms. According to
Gandhiji, industrialization leads to maximum exploitation of humans and nature.
Electricity, building and construction, ironworks, and other industries should coexist
with village and cottage industries. Industrialization is built on large-scale, high-tech
production, which results in unemployment, hardship, and urbanisation. As a part of
his greater participation in the Indian independence struggle, Gandhiji attempted to
create solutions to combat India's tremendous poverty, underdevelopment, and
socioeconomic difficulties throughout his life. Villages, according to Gandhiji, should
be self-sufficient republics. He understood that India's people lived in villages, which
is why he emphasized the significance of rural economic growth.

Furthermore, according to Gandhiji, economic laws cannot be applied globally and
need to be changed as per the location. This is to complement nature. He always
wanted to formulate laws that both respected and went hand-in-hand with nature.
He said that economic laws should be formed based on nature and its laws, and not
the other way around. A country’s economic laws should therefore be modified
according to the geological and temperamental conditions of that place, and not just
follow global laws.

Likewise, Gandhiji was popularly known for his non-violent actions, hence he also
believed that economics should be non-violent as well. He believed that the solution
to India and its problems was nothing but non-violence. He believed that Nature
provided enough to nurture everyone’s wants as well as needs, only if it were allowed
to do so.

His support for the charkha was a way for him to promote meaningful employment
for the willing. This vision of how each individual could earn their own living and
become self-sufficient was conveyed by the charkha. The charkha, or spinning
wheel, swiftly became a symbol of Indian nationalism.

Economic Thought of Gandhi

-Parisha Ahuja and Omkar B Rane,
Grade 9

 

“The study of
Indian economics is

the study of the
spinning wheel.”

-Mahatma Gandhi
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The Gift
that is
Language

Tracing the
usage of

French words
in the English

language

Google
jamboards in
history done

by the learners
of Grade 6
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-Aarna Talwar, Grade 6

-Hannah Vales, Grade 6

-Alethea Mascarenhas, Grade 6



The Gift
that is

Language
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-Neel Shrivastava, Grade 5

-Vruddhi Rajani, Grade 5

-Dhyan Om, Grade 5

-Devanshi Marya, Grade 5



Way Back When...
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-Reva, Kaya, Vaanya, Zara and
Vivan, Grade 7



What Do You Meme?!

Memes made by the
learners of Grade 9
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Ex
pressions...Ex
pressions...
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-Gaurang Korgaonkar, Grade 6

-Shalvi Govekar, Grade 6

-Natalie Moreira, Grade 8

-Keith Alemao, Grade 8

-Kaya Kholkar, Grade 7
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Brochures
created by

the
learners in

French



Twinkle Twinkle Our Little Stars
(Pre-primary)

-Story by Chloe Alemao, Grade 1
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Trouble in Fairyland 

Not long ago in Fairyland, there were some fairies who lived in little
toadstools. One day, a fairy went outside for a walk. She was shocked to
see some wild unicorns! She was scared because she knew that wild
unicorns eat toadstools. The fairy, together with some other fairies, went
to an elf’s house. They thought and thought until they came up with a
plan. They knew that the wild unicorns were terrified of aliens. “Yes”, they
said, “We know at last what to do!” So they painted their toadstools green
like aliens which scared the unicorns and they fled. 

Directions
Step 1: Toss together first 4 ingredients in a large zip-top
plastic bag, tossing to coat apples.
Step 2: Cook apple mixture, 2 Tbsp. water, and 1 Tbsp.
butter in a medium saucepan over medium heat, stirring
occasionally, 8 to 10 minutes or until apples are tender.

Prep: 10 mins. Cook: 10 mins.
Total: 20 mins
Yield: Makes 6 servings
(serving size: 1/2 cup)

Ingredients: 
4 apples, peeled and sliced
(about 2 lb.) 
½ cup firmly packed light
brown sugar 
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon 
¼ teaspoon ground nutmeg 
2 tablespoons water 
1 tablespoon butter

-Navneet of UKG making Warm Cinnamon
Apples

-Clay dough
story by Dhritti,
UKG

"Children see"Children see
magic becausemagic because
they look for it."they look for it."
-Christopher-Christopher

MooreMoore



Have you ever seen the rain?Have you ever seen the rain?

-Drawing by Ava Deshmukh, LKG

-Craft by Ines Monte Da Silva
Sidhu, LKG 

-Poster by Sarah Ann
Alex, LKG

-Poster by Zayaan Naik, LKG
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Colours of their own

-Zianne Nariman, Grade 3

-Aman Kamat, Grade 9

-Mayadevi Knezevic,
Grade 3

-Haneen Shaikh, Grade 3



-Vaishnavi Vedant,
Grade 5

-Anzan Waghmore, Grade 5

-Zara Bajaj, Grade 7

-Bhoomika Bhanushali,
Grade 6

-Ian Godinho, Grade 6
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-Dave D'souza, Grade 7

-Lucius De Almeida, Grade 9-Natalie Moreira, Grade 8

-Prakriti Kalra,
Grade 1-Sarvadnya Bhise,

Grade 3

A true artist is
not one who is

inspired, but one
who inspires

others.
―  Salvador Dali



Teacher's Corner
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The Attitude of Gratitude
“A moment of gratitude makes a difference in your attitude.” Gratitude is being
thankful and appreciative, something we all love to be on the receiving end of. When
we do something for someone, we always feel that it is our right to be thanked. 

Gratitude is one of the core values we were brought up. As life has progressed and the
world has developed, we have now found ourselves in a more self-centred, ungrateful
and thankless loop. There were times when we were very formal in our dealings.
‘Please’, ‘Thank you’, ‘May I’ etc. were a part of the general vocabulary. Today, it’s all
‘cool’ and ‘chilling’ and other such frozen and adjectives that we tend to forget to
emote actual gratitude. 

At home, we take those who are around us for granted. When was the last time I
thanked the ones who put food on my table, paid my phone, electricity or gas bills,
switched on the light while I was reading? When individuals are thanked, even for the
tiniest bit of effort, it increases the likelihood that that effort would be repeated,
sometimes even increased. Home is a great place to start, for this is the one place
where there will always be someone who is doing something extra for us. 
As we take a walk outside our homes, there are tonnes of examples we come across.
The shopkeeper who sells us a few groceries, the waiter who waits on us at a
restaurant, the cleaner who cleans the area around our homes are all deserving of a
nod of gratitude. Instead, we take what we need and go about our work. 

When we think of the work place too, we work ourselves to the bone and when we are
done, we are greeted with a whole new list of things to do. Sometimes, we work hard,
and someone else swoops in to take the pat on the back. When we are faced with such
situations, the level of motivation we experience drops considerably and we are left in
a limbo of ‘what just happened?’ or ‘was it really worth the effort?’ 

Being appreciative is a brilliant way to actually get your work done. Studies on
gratitude have shown that it can decrease anxiety and help an individual sleep better.
Imagine a world where everyone is well rested and of a motivational level that is the
most conducive to increased performance!!! Like all positive emotions, gratitude is
one such value that is repaid in kind. What goes around does eventually come all the
way back around and what better to have come back to you than a positive, happy
emotion?

We are in an age where human contact is being replaced by screens all around the
world, but inculcating an attitude of gratitude will keep the element of humanity alive
and kicking. With all the progress we are encountering, holding our values steady is
the most developed we can be. So let’s all prune our attitude to be people of gratitude.

- Ms Charlene Farrell, Counsellor



To create an awareness about the importance of literacy, we celebrate International
Literacy Day on the 8th of September. In the year 1967, UNESCO initiated the
program to raise awareness about literacy. Each year, International Literacy Day is
celebrated under a theme and the theme for this year is 'Literacy for a human-centred
recovery, narrowing the digital divide'.

Literacy- A stepLiteracy- A step
towards educationtowards education

Life for everyone has changed drastically since the
coronavirus pandemic struck. Work from home and
attending virtual classes became the new normal but the
new normal wasn't normal for the ones who had no
access to internet or digital devices. Hence, the pandemic
has led to a digital divide and this year's theme is to
highlight these issues.

In this time of the pandemic, the gap between the
educated and the uneducated widened. Children are
suffering due to non-availability of devices or network.
Social media and the news were flooded with videos of
how the students and teachers struggled to attend classes.
Literacy – the ability to read and write - is often
considered as education. But literacy is a step towards
education. 
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Education is the complete development of a person and helps one to gain knowledge
and to learn to tackle situations more sensibly. It gives you success, a better future and a
better life. Schools play an important part in developing a child’s character. Children
develop their inner and external personalities through education. Schools nowadays
give a lot of importance to life skills - the skills that will prepare them to face the world
with more confidence and courage.  The education for a child begins at home, and it is
a lifelong learning process. Education is most important to acquire a decent job, which
will help you to improve your standard of living. On the other hand, the uneducated
are at a huge disadvantage when it comes to job. 

Communication is another key aspect of education. Education helps people to
communicate better with others. For example, by using technology, education helps
you understand how to use a modern machine. People who worked in offices are now
forced to work on laptops and it was possible because they were educated. 

Education teaches everyone to be a disciplined human being. We understand the value
of time and money and the relationship between them. Education also helps an
individual to express their views efficiently and shapes an individual, who in turn,
shapes society. An educated society can put an end to the evils that go on, such as
crimes against children and women and the like. 

To end, I would say ‘Education can light up anyone and everyone’s life. It’s a light in
darkness, it makes a person aware of his rights and adds meaning to his life. Denying
the right to education is like killing humanity. I wish everyone learns and spreads the
importance of education.

- Ms Smita Chimalkar, Early Years Educator



Peace Within
& Without
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Being mentally and spiritually at peace.
Freeing one’s mind from worry and negative thoughts.
The ability of the mind to be quiet and serene.
Connection to a Higher self which is always at peace.

Acceptance: Whatever is happening in the present, accept it without resistance. 
Practice Non-judgment: The moment in which you start judging whatever is
happening to you, you imprison yourself. 
Teach your mind to be still: A turbulent mind cannot be at peace. We need to
teach our minds to move from turbulence to tranquil meditation.
Mindfulness: A mind that is at peace is in the here and now, not thinking about the
past and the future.
Use your Willpower to choose thoughts that make you feel at Peace: Always
choose those thoughts that will bring you inner peace.

The International Day of Peace, celebrated on September 21, it is a reminder to
people of all nations and races to think about international peace and pursue it
relentlessly. Wikipedia defines World peace as the concept of an ideal state of
happiness, freedom, and peace within and among all people and nations on Planet
Earth. People of all religions and many secular organisations have outlined that if
human rights, education and other areas such as technology and medicine are
addressed, the aim of world peace can be achieved. Is it really that simple? If so, why
is the world still in so much turmoil?

What does peace mean to each of us? How do we hold our peace and the peace of
those around us in these trying times in which the world is in a pandemic? Scores of
people have died, many of us have lost relatives and close friends. With the
uncertainty of life and an economy that is spiralling, how do we remain peaceful? Can
we be peaceful when we don’t have a job or when health is failing or there is chaos all
around us?

We as mature individuals need to understand that life will never be perfect. All that
we have planned will never go smoothly. Life in its essence has ups and downs. When
we fall, how do we pick ourselves up? I was reading through an article that mentions
six ways to achieve internal peace. It enlisted the meaning of inner peace:

The following pointers can help us achieve peace:

- Ms Cindy Sequeira, Primary Educator


